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1M' RODÙ'v'l'1UlV 
i. Purpose. 
In this book an attempt is made to record the 
principal features of tree distribution in a dry tropic 
country of one million square miles, an area equal to 
that of western i:urope, and to interpret that dis- 
tribution in terms of soil and water factors. 
Exhaustive lists of species have been omitted in 
the belief that it is more important to see the wood 
than to see the trees only. 
A tendency has been noticeable in recent years to 
give greater attention to the physical factors' of soil 
=end water in the study of distribution. 
Clements, after confessing that the bulk of the 
material which had come the way of investigators, includ- 
ing himself, was mesotropic material, says, in discussing 
his nydroseres and xeroseres - 
",üith increasing study of desert and tropical 
succession it is probable that the direction of the water 
reaction will assume its basic importance ". 
Runkiaer (52 p. 7) writes :- 
"The relationship, of plants to water, influences 
vegetation to such a degree that it is by far the most 
impótant factor in the plant climate ". 
Braun- Blanquet (5 p. 214) writes 
"In the ecological characterization of plant 
communities the water (and air) capacity of the soil, 
will, in the future, demand more attention ". 
more recently in almost every study of African dis- 
tribution in which the water relation has been emphasized, 
the admission in made or implied that ; - 
"The influence of the rainfall on local conditions 
is not proportional to its quantity" (L19). (H.`!V. i!oore.) 
In the search for the key to the efficiency of rain - 
fall, T.F. Ohipp devised a "degrees of wetness" formula 
designed to express effective rainfall by incidence rather 
than by total. ï..G. Trevor (43 p. 361) in describing a 
áouth African tour made during the .empire Forestry 3onference 
in 1935, said 
- 0 2 0 - 
"it is a curious fact that usually the soil is poor 
where the rainfall is high, as in the south -east of the 
Jape .rrovince, while it is comparatively fertile in the 
area of low rainfall ". 
The "degree of wetness" formula of Jhipp and the 
rec 1p 1 t a.t1 oi!. - "evaporation ratio of `l'ranseau and i',ayer 
lBJB help :d towards a fuller uU1J r6tafJi.iì of i.te valued. 
In the agricultural sphere, conditions in the cases of 
some cultivated plants are still so o'oscure as to be known 
by such tee ms as "Clezira conditions" in the irrigated dudan 
plains (68) or as "sudden death" among cloves i Zanzibar 
(61) or as "winter killing" without frost in America. 
such problems deserve reexamination, on purely physical 
lines, of the soils of the site, and it is believed that the 
site analysis and Rainfall- Texture theories presented here 
may suggest a new approach at least to some of these problems. 
As 6 it Frank dtockdale writes (61 p. 13) of the "sudden 
death" of cloves. 
"The progressive spread may also be due, to a change in 
the moisture balance of the soil_ as result of its exposure 
to the sun ". 
Befare judging what water can do for a species in a 
i i7en site it is necessary to note what water TI.s done, or is 
doing, to the Loil of that site. 
Treatment. 
Along its longitudinal axis the dudan stretches for 1000 
ruiles from the rainless desert in the north to the Jongo 
border and closed for-,,:st in upwards of 1400 trims of rainf all. 
The great length and small rainfall span of this axis 
cake it a particularly suitable one on which to study the 
changes in species which, given uniform soil conditions, 
accompany even small charges in raih.f all, changes which are 
more easily indentified here than where the rainfall axis is 
fore -shortened. 
Part I gives those basic facts of geography, soils and 
climate, existing in the Sudan, which have strong influence 
on distribution. 
Part II deals with the forest geography, summarized 
after twenty two years of service and travel throughout the 
area, dealing first with the major ecological formations and 
second with type species and their occurénces as species. 
/A system. 
A system of distribution analysis by transects cut 
through r.=.infalls and thru. ,h ;.ite types is offered as 
likely to he of value in the ;. uda.n and elsewhere, and the 
relative moisture values of different site types is assessed. 
Part III discusses the influence, on forest geography, 
of the paramount soil arid water factors, offers, for the 
fuller interpretation of the facts of distribution, the 
concepts of the climatic climax soil, of the datum soil, and 
of the clay -water line or rainfall -soil texture ratio, and 
concludes with instances of the practical a pl:'.cation of these. 
i,_a.ny, if not most, of the tree species for v!hich an 
evaluation of moisture requirements is made are species common 
also in 2renc'n 1. ua.torial ìorthern Nigeria and adjacent 
ter?- itorie;s. 
t ckiìomied;îei :lents. 
:r'oi° the soil an_aiys..ì ised ill this paper the writer is 
indebted to J .4. rl.itr'eiid, r;.i.C., to h. Jreene, 
formerly Gover ìnent Chemists, to l'.';'i. 7ncw, B.h., 13.cic., 2 .k. :[.C. 
designate Chief of the i esezr.rch Division Department of . ` °jcul -- 
ture a,:id F orests. aiìd to the ataff of their ?.abora_teries. 
The writer is indebted to F.N. Andrews, i . àc., A.R.C.., 
Ph.D. of the same Division for the use of his notes on recent 
changes in nomenclature. 
.41_.J_ I CIT "-Z I. T e o:raiy nd J1imt e of 
t ie -nrao-Egyot in .._;ud n. 
( i) 
TLi t e?.:r it ory c ov ers close on 1 , 000, 000 s quare 
miles between p-,;_rarile,ls L10 and 22D of Lbrtli lat it ud e, and 
between lon7itudes 22° aria 390 j inc lurl es 5 1F-IrJe 
p;:irt Of t h T.i1 iìì it bout the t Le . source of eit her 
main branc h, Elue ox ;hit e i1o, id v it hout o ant r ibut 
to e it her r iv ar, r inf all runoff in proportion to its extent 
of t he tot 1 tt tc iUC nt of t he -7Civer ITile. TLe 0 onr:o has a 
eisciaro of t e tijnes t Lo aunt nor s qua re kiìorietre of 
that of t hie 111e ()42 p. 57) . 
The Liles depend pr Inc ipaily on run- off from the 
Abys s inian and ]1;a, st r lc an hi country. T his t hey roc e iv e 
before t hey enter t he .3udan plains , exc ept t hat trjo rivers 
obat end tbara join t le in t ho 6ud an Lev ing r is en in 
The only material a ant r il-.)ut ion to t heir re Eim e 
ariein g from 1' a ¡Dr all in t he ',Aldan is made by s spies of 
sma 11 rivers, UumraDt inna, Buss er ies, ,3uah, 
T onj , Gel and ITDam all of :71 hio h sp ill from t he s out t 
int o t he southern swamp zone and Lave little 1ydro1oicai 
s i riÇioiice in t he 1 ter re i E.-, of t he main I ¡le. On t he 
av era,E::e only half t he d is c harTe of t lie main P river pass ¡rig 
I.oflTClla reaches t he toil of the soemps, and preet ic a 11,y all 
t at er pass ing t he to il of t he swq,mps c omes int o t he Jul en 
from t he great lakes (L2 pp. 1 '6-1 9 ') 7 he small t rihuter i es 
e nt ioned r is e a long t he T:'ile-Congo d iv id e and c5re in t he red latent e Soils t o t he pr eat SealTip. The swamp t ends to fL5t t en 
out s eas on-, 1 flue tua 1-, ions in t he f10' of its effluv ie nt t lie 
Lit e jile, aluch siuos los s s oeS anal ris e and f all t hn t he 
'P,lue 
T has e ifferenc es Lav e a marked ly d iv ers e afice t on 
r v eLet at ion, and indeed on r ip or ion s ils , prori 
two different t yp es of high rise and low rise o dt ions 
3ut even t LiC low ris e o ouf it ions on t ire :hit e 
exerc isa a vital effect many miles from its banks s lace t he 
rise, due to t he denuded and burned state of t highlands of 
its e etc tn ant , is larLe, anoupu each season to ache dra ina Le 
flow in its lo;.4er basin, and to impound rain wat ers over a 
wide flood piai, f or periods long enough to Loy ern the nature 
of t lie s oils themselves as w ell as of t he vemetat ion. 
( ii) Cont our. 
The central and east ern Ludan is essentially a 
country of ancient plains. Tn parts of :Darfur the p 1r3, ins 
t I on is 
o rd. t ion is et end inE it h e olo t: in al r iC it y. ie rnost 
imo ort ìrit hills hire ii:it ed 1f 3it t ie r inl es s parts of 
t 1 u.I.Tri-a.n nd3t Ofl( riesert ;!it". crs ist for lack of ra in 
t he - i j aunt a ins our in 1,/, arr-1 of h, it h sat ell it e outliers, 
a s in ant one of r hinh is ier, t he onr.--An 
(2, in east ern or i o 11av i -ht.! ,-.Irr?-:1 in -.:_)arfi.,,rs, 
TO 3 t 1O I Ï e .7;or-co 6 iv iae t nountry is undulat Gni 
t he ivicJ e is not, in a it it ud e, ssk f eat ure. The TnE;essn.na hills .,-are on ins iLnif in a nt -.,rotip in t lie e5st, out iers of the 
inian iiis li save t 13e '-c.,;ert hills are shorn in 
j,lote I. 
l'ha ironstone ra t L est i ou ry 
of bent l ti nd 10-4; plateaux f ., t 
ey 3LLOroìJ331t int in, but st ell dr,. 
t heir eiev at on 3.10 o oil n har n t er lr . t reme 
t ees oni,y of t rei Ls initn f out- hills t a t he ju('.i a.; t he 
most s iLnif inutt renresentat iv es being th Jt eaux of east ern 
t SPie IJ "'CAT inc e. l'arallel a it hi t lìe je. 305 0 n Lain of 
rurlis .a o.ir L ).,a ,J'arJ an coast from t Lie ritraan b or d er t o 
t he front ter w it h. ..]Lypt . cst her hills hill Lrau.:s 
be mer A ins elber p!.,?rs is t t lie surrounr 
pia in because of t ur at ed or ot hervi is e r es ist nt 
t ir .rooi33, on1 inL; no ì2ifiue3ce an 
at 1]...-)sr t n on t hot hin h t hey n, f_i:nry up On t lana elv es or 
narrov,.1 annulus, -1) I Lit ti or halo, of ant F::e it t y e,tr it us 
ar t es the rook hs es Of e o h from t lie e lay lev of t 
S tier coZill Luz la ins 
T here are trio r all r im es , of summer r a ins 
bet 7/eon i y t Ober revnlin ver ent Lis of t 
ud n, and t he ot her of limited sinter r :Ls t Ona..Y t 
:;ea 1i11 S rid t he coastal 21.,:in at t heir east ern base. 
diii i Haifa on t ha noet 'oeen front inr s eld om rennrr7s 
her;:ziurable, ma iii t tie i, tar Irt I iIld YLAH1,- io I iS te jet s of 
o Li t aia 17-12 cv hìic o r e, n ard fl: v --aL e of i ti. ht) In 
T3 et t liase two ext. :r ames t he ra inf 911 in F:e 
increases s out byf 9 r (71 S The most marked eynept ion is a 
decrease in rainf.ell from t he (2, entr91 ludan t o-earls the south 
e aS t comnm. 
,1]-° II a uni iti ODS a me rel.,:e,,;t,-"rì Oit 
t: let it Lid e of L t. - .":3 e, coiltituons ijtti t he a 
zones of L4-3tnda, L H-nc'i. of s out her n .-bys aiìiia 
dry corridor is traneable t lirou:h to the JoiNaliLand noost 
and t his is ocnuioiìly ac: apt ed as due to t he break bet ,ve, en 
the mass ifs of ..:oyss inja arti of E.,r it is h _;st ic a , tIlOLILL 
t he met earoloLists ..:L,ave st ill to speak wit h out liar it at ive 
v oin e on this subj ent 
he is o hyet s 
T Le is ohyets so far as are known, 9re s horn in t ic 
app end ed thf-rt . t e II) . s ery in e s 
ac c- wallet ed st a f or ye '9 Uve been b out ht un 
t or-L--it e hy t he Jud an i-,et .3ery e; pract ic al 
oaric [Lit urist s, for ni ot h.ers hav e so f Fir had little reaS on f or o arm ana urscy. 
t 1 4U0 MIAS t ra ins liny be 
t o beii as eLc.riy aa late early 4,;-..)r il 35yd 
nr e a 01:1:: 1 n e rly In the .)C...) 1:1LIS 
S at Lart cum, lit t le rain is out a i e ïiy, nugust . 
toL»nr. .LLnit is t S ay, n of t 
J. -J nortftn , 1±1 L 01.1t 11 (.7! t iJL 
t D L or t he i to f nl in t d. e - 
periods r o a dry Snell, luis r 11,1e is t rac 1,-)1 e 
far nest zs Juba a nd in e ,ert nix, s ea s ons 
Very (Dee 3 ion9lly 1 'at lo i s ho7.+ers oceur in t he 
y a e :3 On. In lo Lrass e,c,unt ry t e are oft en in-luc ed 
L0 -:is :7+ f ir es. iorin ens t iuii t O form n lau e an be s een 
t 5 « inL e over a slloke e oluax and. r a in s ho.,:ers one ed lf-it eti t o t r.A/ o or t Ires liundrnd nc. '5 froua e loads hips e f orrriat ion c an he v; at e tied. over sr.-1 ol-Te in a c lear s 
o t iie v e.c;et at ion such ac it at ions are inn i n if in a 
t .ìay are unac c omp dnied 1,..!,7 any eLIeru 1 r e in ì1uli» it y. 
( iv Temp crut ire. 
in t he rainless north t he peak of summer heat is 
r eae hed in JUne, ,Tu 1,y a nd. :-.1_1E11. St Pr oe ea ixui s out Lisa s 
re inf adva re es t he t emp er atdr e 
' 
eak d ate, ile t end inE to 
make it less extreme. hus in 200 mais . at siiert OUT11 the no alz: 
occurs in i5y, in 800 mms at 1..1 kal in early LPl, and in 
es t ern cris. prov inn e in lure h or ev en la t a f ebru9 ry. 
onset of t he ra ins is acc. ()rip a nied by a fell in tenneastre 
91:0 9 D Of hir-h aunjid it y foil ors t hem, ',T.1 it h t enrn er:3 tu r es 
r is inr: ape in unt il t he wind blows from t he fort In in early 
1,,ov eH.er. 
(V) 
Teilunieratures re inf luenc ed o ion uJy by pr ev ilinE 
wind a ireet ion. The arava. iliing s urf an e f r an lt e 
Let ober unt e. in t he dry seas on, is from t he 
northern d es erts. 'Phis a ind br tue extremes of winter 
c old. In t he nor t h ;rest ern ID art s of Darfur and. t he nort her 
des ert e Las been report ed on many oc c as ions, but save at 
7500' on Jebel .::-;:rra in tine crater bed, no frost and , save for 
ha Us t ones, no c i inìat ic in e, has been s can in the 3u.r,-lan by 
t he ',-;r it er '1. his if ind e ir act ion in t Le dry season has- been 
pr ime factor in t Le surface carmiepe s ont hiards of sìli, lit, and seeds ,Jsuch are fixed at their scut hern termini by 
1-Le 
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inc re-3.F; e of c 1!"-f.:y out 12.-,ords - t o es 1tfl j. r 
'7 IV) t " ( in S Oil H lut. ril-Qt I or.:) lit t le o foot t o .:31.3"tr' es s ìnn, ( 7 
11 J' oil° iLur es oT.'e en -,r,nr 1 77- 
Of ent t L hu:, id it y at - ent i n- 
t r.lflit i( 
E.-.t 
De er t c rub 1 
_ r Yd lEId ii no 13 't 3 iZ.. e rf t ' , t 
Hu, reprebent /IL; tOe drier ed Le of '1(9 1.1 
or, in t h i e older t broacileaved s awonns; H--r 73st 
J t ion ; ± ePlOd tfanua.r.T: t ober: 
1..._triirt oum ; 1 )00-25 : 29 ; 15 : 47 : 31 : 31 
a. ka 1 ; 1 9 1 3- 25 : 30 : -!-.6 : 34 : 3 0 : 50 
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?he above f iL;ur es are c amp iled by t t 
of :Public orbs from records mr.d.e in t Judy-ln or t heir be :1,1f. 
(vii) _Jo ils 
7,211e f olio ing brief out line of t he Clisses and 
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PART II - C HAFT M't I I - THE PRI ITC IPAL GECO -PH SICA : 
INFLUENCES IN SPECIES DISTR IBUT ION. 
A. Isohyet is zonat ion of species in zones or belts directly 
reflecting rainfall. 
(i) Species belts of the Acacias country. 
In t prec ed ing chapt er it has been s hown t hat Acac is 
t ort ilia, Acac is meli ifera with Acac is senegal, and Acac is seyal 
are the type species dominating three of the principI ecological 
format ions. But not one of t hes e three spec ies is confined in 
its distribution to the ecological formation in which it is a 
dominant. Yet in. passing fr an t desert edge to the 1 000 mms. 
isohyet and considering only occurences on datum soils (which 
receive no more moisture than their rainfall and lose, none of 
it by run -off), zonation of Acacia app. according to rainfall 
is at once apparent. 
In the experience of the writ er (quot ed in part by 
Malcolm L46(a), the order of occurence on such sites, beginning 
at the desert edge and proceeding wet -wards, is 
1 00 mms. Acacia navel. 
Acacia orf of a. 
Acac la t orf i3 is. 
Acacia rad.diana. 
200 mms. Ac a le á m-e-l1 if era. 
All on Syn. A. `p iroc arpé 
datum Acac Iá f stula.- ._ 
c lays. Syn. A. ae á var. fistula. 




Acacia campy ac ant 
Win. A, s uma - - - -- 
Acacia S ieber iana.E -- -_, 
) Syn A. verugera_ -_--- 
Acacia álb ida. 
Acacia heTeEladoides. 
Acac la st enoc arp a. v ar. multiltiga. 
1 200 yams, Acac is abyss inica. 
This sequence is best seen along a I -S axis in the 
East ern str etc hing from the River Atbara to the River Sobat 
(Plate VII). 
This sequence covers a rainfall space of 1000 mms. 
bet ween the 200 mms. and the 1 200 mans. isohyet s, and a d ist anc e 
of 500 miles. 
/This axis 
i :U 
L 0 t_1 ,_ ,_'A7 
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t_trt.n. eert e(ti 011 
4_5 - 
6 tic-. e(.-.1 on 1420 fn ill in, et r es of rf,., inf a 11 . on t he 65., clay it 
sue e er.led ..5k..)0 i.tres of ra in w tt h., i :I': it ion, ov er 
1 2a) ill ilyiet -feu of iied ion \Jat or par Elul-1[6.i. 
t t ili; t iO t Las e tr 1CJS 7OX i-;iacte t Ley were no Lippe 
t LlOfl U.1_ oe r ti.lant 6 , 1 ie o -Lt not unt ii. f our 'eo co iat er t ['Lit t his si) or les eso fouryl to ,Denn.:0 .,n:turally on 4..; 
O lays in dry p art 6 300 turns of rb in of r on, ot e Da rf ur. 
or es oroL. s is 0. 3 er i es t hr iv inL. IlL it,enously on 
inun(hA ed rivoc inn-Js of t he I. tie t sont inT)rds to 
bu e id f or a 11r on t Lie colt e ii1e, na to a roint ne r 
r;Ioocires on t ria niue ile. It does not OC Ur in nature s out L 
of t hes e p oint s by repeat ed efforts, s t if ief(v by Ue 
value of t he species, a technique has beeì evolved whereby 
it can be established by SC,',7ing:,-S at points F.S soot h as 
over five hundred miles s out h of the- abrupt natural t:mi;inus of 
t he sp ies at bu .zeid f ord. 
J)rita on t he clay cont ent s of t Les - ctiuici0l elentotions 
S OUt Lì of tite ford (:3hukaba, Zsrzour, and 17enf ikia) are a v ilabie 
f or e °tiro ar is on itul cloy data f or _,-te a 2 ia ocico soils citLin 
it s neturel r It is to be not ed t ht t he oat er re ime 
of t tics e o it es is not d et ermined b ei n, 7 crib inat ion of 
flood and rain. '7 1ie subject un1eç iono on hec:i sites 
is versatility in t erlyls of c by r ont at not (»:r r br es 
The cloy content of s it esjof good h and of poor 
:rowt h. ;.rvere 1 et errninc.,,d in oli ttie cases coot ed. 
in I l nte LVIÏI tLe sit es f avourinz ¡:rot :tre s ho,,nn in 
one v ert lc: al Co CO11C.eeìOi t he unfavourable sites in snot her. 
it es in thee In. t oral zone of t he sr, ec ies are s Lawn in blue 
a hi 3 it es es t o i6 tied art if ie is,11 y outside t Lot zone -,ire 31.10:111 
Ii ed. '2 he ev eroe c lay c outs nt s of cod a it es onO bad 6 it es 
LI of these t çO z ones b,,v e been o onnect er-1 by a line in 
t iagram. 
z our , in t he 62-78 clay range, tuie tt if f er enc e in nay content bet ween good sites and bad is i 7. 
nt hukaba, where t he plantation is under rainfall only, 
in the 55-65% c lay r,rrige, tLis difference is 3.;r3 only. 
At Gebel Bowser, an inundated forest in the 25,770 - )47 
clay range the, difference between tLe everaLe5 is again 5. 
It appears frorn these values t hat unit difference in 
2 lay content less siiiificsnt at tILC h.:4:11er 21ay contents 
t hier at t he lower c lay contents, 2uct Lee et or y of t Le 
1. it sc h.--nund cyard h L-,;',7 of relatively in its app hr at ion 
to the clay frrtor is c all ed f or. 
t-und e!,,r ad b, (19 31 
- _ 
Lunfl eErih (1 )31 has ,;iv en t ie law in t e f ol 1 o..,./in4.; yor-i s - 
!t Th more rly fort or is in Li ini.AuJi i rel.-Dt ion to t to ot 11._,;( -!--tt ors ae t ifl u: on. t he ora in t r 0t er t -2 t iv e inf luenc e of a c of t hat t or 
of t he orLen.ish.J. a fa7t or inc a.-s it s relat iv e effect t L or ,;an ism rr.j. eas- es ; n the fac t Or is in t diO P0. 102101 its 11 t o of e ohnLe, CL.:2 aT.1 t Lie nil". 
Jota f or t Le sit es of not nei oceurenc e obi t hci. i it Li t has e f or introhuct ion s it a6 OUt O ici e t he c la arabica 1i0t oral occurene e zone, tue t o O finit e ran,,es c an be e is t inLI.). is Lea V,1::;it er oaf) ortunit y 00111 Unid at-lac-lust e each ì0e, silice t oc apeo les rows in both, t houLL not nee essen 
Firsts. t he zone d enot ink; t he rar4::e of verset il it y where ura 1 rekenerat ion is inv olv ed. T his ext ends from 25 1, to Li6 T of lay content. 
6 ec onl, a zone d enot inL t he r an;, e of v ers :i.t nit; y ,,T iLef' e n..--;.turil or ,:,1rt ific ial rek;enerat ion is involved. T his extends from 2577; to 78- clay e ont ent . T hat is to 6 -.-: y, t he nn t u r a 1 r egen.:-,r at ion s :-- an of 21 -:, is inc reas ed t o ::.,.n ',Pt if io i&i- raenerat j---1).: span of 53; clay cont ent variation. 
A fort her ext ent ion into soils of lower clay content t any of t he above iTas reeentiy sae eeed ed. 
In t Lie bed of t he Gash, on in]. nd r iv er ni L- tfl tri t he ins of t he 1:'orc-1,-3-,e It alien t err it any of P it ree :731171 t ill c 11 inland ass al e 1,1- ovine e, .y.ut ieri 1:113.(59n, 
ab Ina 11.-1's been s C) 711 as a s oil fixer or irriL,,at ion n ont spur s ti t init ifat ed 1,),1 (,-;.1 silt os it 
t le l f r o c . ] the r u m n nne 1 lad 1-ta tot of 
)0 i r bl.e a 3 Ur-', c' e ed f r ori rir.! 0'711 ,J t 1 (j (I uiT he a l ost Dure s in t of 
ngS id e, it, jperc o 1 i) t ion loss 
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i1.1 .. J_ 1! _ L. .. '.i, . _ -. . iJ L i:.'; 
: L L t iO :,1.),.--1.- ï: 1 P, ì._C, i IZLyrS 'L10 1' of L!i, 
, - i,.:-,l ,.3,1,. .; ill i r. , ii,'_,I: 011 .i.1.:t,_-', .-1 _ 
-rl 
!hie ree of nrurcy -1tLi.. 'iL t ure of t tio yptiiì SoilS e tji durteri is of 
less or.] t h.:)sh t one. ius ion to t t 
l5-1 11 Ie]7 tt t t s o t 
of er, OL1 t t e in r 
re.-uir eri to ii:Jt J . iv en 1.).1,,,.nt 
ie 0 If? it 1011 - 
C one lus ion iL3 t hus r e-Le oec t Lct. s:,ee ies is v ers.:,It il 
in t .erims of o it t o s c il-t et ore fr-tt or or t ie rinfali f5nt or if t 
hes o :re7iooeO OS 3 e.p:crat e unr 0i0tf fot ors, but hat 
it is not vera t ii i i terms of t Le duo 1 t u 11 f 
subjeet f urt her se!, f or r.1.3t um so il 
oruee1iees, in -1'2. rt III (7.11-;:nt er I he,r. aft er. 
rrt ree or,-.7 .3 of norn lous ist r iT-,ut. ion, o ir. the study 
1-Le, '.so f or veestiiity in e h of t wo f5rtors st ud ied 
ire flO to be CXJOiflOO in t he I i'Leit of t tie t heory ohih r 
moisture (--iecr.,.nri of t si»-xties, in or as 77at er 
ad:-1ed, as oonoi t iLned by t ie t exture of t he sULefoe s oil of its 
site, r:And t he soil texture requir or:lent of a ie: 
O on-) it ionec-i by 7t er reee lot of t [le it e. 
Iii t I i.LJit of this t he or y, t her o , er 
3 0 :ILI it i on, a v er i..Lited r.:;h.L.c.,, of t :xt ure 
ofoc ies -.7111 t e, li1 f or a Liven soil t t her is 
Very liltc ter r;,,chLe foe t t t inex or T:tble .!v;.1,er ;21 e:-Ja nd of t Lie ;3i,er. ¡es. 
iÏr1-- res s ion iruÜ t 
t 













t tl'J11' - 1- 
l J . )J t l lil ;i 1;' . ..'i; L. 
1L, ,, ,2) , 
), 
_l . 'J .. . I. 
Ld (r., I ( i, 
1'. iv 
, ( -. , _ V -L!!. f 1r t 
. ill 
e. 
:,- u , 
_ ! _.L ,_ u . . _, 2 y.ü 1'ctl .. . i,_ .,__ I. . í. 
C+: -)_i' . i- of f ""'li l;l t?'. : not or iolls l y } -',V _i r 
int o ,rat er o;:i.r_ F. .,, 
ran 
t , . :. Il ; t0"1/1. of TJa nut ̂ ,lì Cie _ 0',1.112 '; of 
3.3v,1'1 ,aiiìrj .-3 _.,.3J.)x1 rivers on _., sandy soil rf act ly f'- ,bîe, 
:,,nere unistu rl,eú, of obs orb irl,_, ail its rainr all. Jultiva.tion 
of t ne flat sands, on t he ot tier band, incrc;ases -,bsort ion. 
l'nere is a local belief in eastern Kordofan t nat ter,,or_;ry r:: ;ir) 
s eason wells ore caused, by cult ívot ion, t o yield wat er in 
s it es ',-?«i.^, ì"i would at iierwise be dry at t nat depth It is not 
/t he ability 
51 - 
t e ability to : .c':rit the annual rainfall to pass into the coil 
which constitutes i soil in balance wit'r. its rainfall, but the 
ability to ad: -gait it, to absorb it, end to hold it at the upper 
levels as a &,ainst ;rav it y, but not a airs avapor t ion, which 
o haract erizes t hie cl iiiaat is datum soil. . L. nds which can do 
t hies e t bins are sands of a part isle size so small as to cause 
t Lem to behave as clays. (Ramann in 5 p. 208). 
Let er it es ;.:.hic oul j ;ro ï.o this a::ould be soils afford ing. 
such res istance to ioyr n'vard percolat ion of water t hat they 7ould 
cease to be eu.bject t o the le!c['Ina which has iv en t hem, and 
maintains for t hem, t heir principle characterist ics. (58). 
It is ouch o met amor-;) hos is from a leached t o an u nleac bed t yp e c' rt the detritus of later ti-o sforìes so soon ':is it 'tll i1 OVe- [iC,. ...- o S O 
reaches a valley bott Om subjocct t o annual flood ins frail t _. red 
1 teritis Clo-7es. In t hose le',. surroun7.i its it ít,ly her ;;..10:3, 1n 
' c r n r o te_;r+ of a r! _ it, a bl,.cl_- ....- > -fñ , ̂ 1. -sT .i1i,tc7 to 
end it ion in '.i,'Lijeh it holds Ater 3inst _:'ivity -end also 
lust t Cie slant ion of plant roots, 7)il t not 1 i i t eva "Ors ion. 
ii; c;l:;y content in relation to rainfall. 
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orrl r-,;(1 ;---:)-..);=-:. oiL {Tv- 
e..1" or t 01:at 10 s i3 On i::t :j ; 
1.4r Of t P 1 y .1-;) ot ent iaL Of t he L it e. 
e of ome of t nr 
' : r t -10213 (.3-Ti:, t he ïerrih erol et-i 's -10p es: on t 
,j r ()Lid J lì t Knrr lb* Irrit t e es 
y t)1,-; r IT et 3 :7; r f eet i cep (Yrrled or [-e?-it 17 
1 3H n1:1 t of 1.)--.13 h it e cod. cyl: ,1;, t unit iou. 
7,-.1E-L-, e,aus e3 oerov1 of !ila.y. in 
71 7:7! 7-71-1)n of t 1.ì.3::11 ±irìtic 1101 rd 
n- of f oi nt es tile hi_ h,-._,,>Jt prop ort ion of t ot LL1 
ILL) on ont Ot 1.3 LTS t 
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EFir iv inn- on nnyml -nrec iT it -t ion in-fheir course. 1.1 
The recular and striking changes in the comp osit ion of' 
t he herbaceous annul Vetat ion on tile c lay plains are partly 
attributable to t his cause, as also certain of the grass-less 
areas due to seed failure, areas called 'mahal' by t he ...rabS. 
The nature _ 
_ 50 _ 
(v; The nature ofpre -datum and post datum soils. 
In the conception of soil succession v,/hich accepts the 
climatic datum soil as defined above, directional soil succession 
on the soils of mature plains has a limited range, these soils 
b e im nearly all at or near their terminus of d ev el opme nt for 
the exist ink climate. 
The pre -datum soils somet imes found on the flat in 
ot her °,n,ise mature plains are the result of r.etarded clay fori;ation 
due to bray it at ional loss, such as occurs over outcrops of 
s ands t ones f on i i n ' t ne red patches known as `_ za za ° . 
In t he tyr,i,:_ïl absence of marked slope, ermeability is 
t he pot ent f orr; r>_" it at ional ïoss in t f e'n places where 
it oc curs on mature Dr c,vc 1es, by 2' ed uc ln,¡;; t he ove r'=" 
'no lard , are a sec cause of retar7ed. clay d eve lopni;ent. 
.4,11 extrenlit ies in surf _,c e,Drof ile t end to delay maturity, 
'out t hese Extrer:;it ies are typically ìb.: :nt fror.; t he r:-uiture 
aun t2 plh,ir>.s t h ; ..in delays in t .roach to t he climax 
ntr;lit occur in t he flat ' azaza ..reas of limit ed r,::t ent 
r1rL"i. re raue t ''-r'ïímab111r y 
- 1 a- :i .-,'' 1.1. 
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' t or t he mass if t v run s out h as .2 er as t 
B hr el a b f JC)Oii p i.in ihiC h t hey may Leve cros s 
ouIttr ies an a 11-7, o Ierful c t e ,-7:roduc es from ma,ny b a-- 
e red ironstone' end - product and. it is ,J ort '.-forrfterin 7,7L1 et ert a in of t h.e ironstone' types of -1'-Tuba Lount sins and of t 
south bank of the Bahr rJ;1 Arab are not in fact the product 
of t he c limat e workinx on now compacted, but in orj-:in aeol ian, 
d ep os t.r. The main south running t ongue of sand is the Maa ia 
ca4 frs goz, h includes Tavveis ha, wit h. .Abu Gabra,west ern boundary 
and Ogr on its eastern edge. 
This goz or sand dune of enormous extent, carries a north. point ing salient of southern tree species, and it it the most 
s ignif ic ant s oil feature of the east ern parts of Darfur. To 
t be west of t he massif, on the 2,'a linei-Geneina road, the sand - 
shadow ,;;iv es place to sand aL;a in as Gene ina is approached. In 
t he area s ana e ollars round " hills bec one ag a in not ic cable as in 
northern Kordofan. It is on sites where t he indigenous format ions 
are not masked by the invading abs orpt iv e sand, and on the sands 
"here human int erf erenc e or climatic c aus es have i nit iat ed 
ov eme nt of water over t he surfaces, t hat the vs.riat ions 
in it e type are found which are recognized and named. by t he local 
inhabit ants, .cirab and .-olur. 
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liate:,'nat iv t o t Lie aciti:i is sion of reit r eat 
Jo it is 'Jilti t he succession on sheet slopes. This is 
no case of a L:;raOual succession of species on a stable soils 
is a succession occur ing as the soil c han, es , and caused by 
tLv imp ov e,rish-nent of the s oil of each E iv en site. It is not 
only an example of plant succession, it is case of soil succession 
a ls o. 
Thousands of square miles of soil, all these slope soils 
in fact, are pass iny rapidly away each to t he next poorer ty-2e 
of soil. They aIre pass inc, 30 r51) ly t hat it is doubtful if 
more t Lan one ,:,.ener at ion of a given species ever occupies a 
part icular nagaa To t b.c casual eye there -"ill he found 
ons t no, y in pro-port ion of aped for L; e ner a t ions t-ed, 
10 al,: in,; over a /irIo enour-Ao. area, .'kr it bout major clinat 
t 110 V e L; et at ion i il1 renia in nearly LI onat ant f or nany r o Tit Ur i es 
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PART III - CHAPTER II HATER LOSS AT THE SOIL SURFACE. 
The value of the clay content as an indicator is in close relation with its influence on rate of water movement in t he soil (48 p. 70). It appears that ßt is what is lost at t he surface of clays, and not what is originally available in them, which is of importance. A soil may be wet for a ninety day millet but dry for a 365 day tree. 
Great attention has been paid by many workers to the measurement of the evaporating power of the air by atmometer readings in various plant c ornnunit ies and at places in various successions. 
Using these data t he evaporat ing power of t he air in its action on the leaf surface has been studied (vide Maximov) 
Tu great c etàil, and eváluatea as a habitat fact or. 
Mue h less att ent ion has been paid t o t he react ion of 
a variety of soil surfaces to the evaporating power of the air. 
(Meyer 1 01) . 
It is known that the c l imat is climax clay rec elves and holds against gravity the whole precipitation receipt. Why is it not more productive in terms of vegetation? Why is there to be found, typically, on adjoining pre-climax soils, 
(those which have suffered loss by percolation and by surface 
movement, a much more mesophyt is vegetation) a vegetat ion 
with a much higher moisture demand, a vegetation with a much 
superior growth rate? 
Trans en and Meyer (5 p. 143 et s eq) have studied distribution in terms of evaporative power of the air and have 
endeavoured to drive a relationship between prec, ip itat ion 
receipt and evaporative power of the station which shall be 
in index of the water relat ion of the station. 
But high evaporative power acts on soil moisture not 
only through the plant b transpiration, but also directly on 
the soil surface particularly in countries of seasonally 
naked soils and the response of soil surfaces to evaporative 
power varies within an enormous range particularly in the dry 
t r op ic s. 
In a sand, a loam or an uncracked clay the soil -air 
surface may be relatively small in relation to the leaf surface 
of a crop growing on it. But in heavy clays which crack 
( in some cases to a depth of 1 2 feet vertically) and are then 
f u rt her c ornn inut ed in a cubic or hexagonal complex according 
to their composition, the soil -air surface progressively 
exposed is very many times the leaf area of any low -growing 
surface crop on it, and the soil -air surface loss. The 
/mulching of 
- 65 _ 
mulching of tropical clays (and even of temperate soils for certain dry condition) is still t he cultivator's practical safeguard against a loss of soil water due rather to evaporation at the soil -air surfaces than to evaporation of soil water via the leaf surfaces of a plant growing on it. Keen's conclusions are not yet acceptable on the cracking clays. 
The Sudan soil chemists have shown (68 for 1928/29) that Gezira clay soil, maintained at 30% moisture, lost water at the rate 
of 34.2 tons per acre in 24 hours on 29tí -30th April 1929. 
It will be seen that Transeau's precipitation- evaporation ratio (5 p. 143) cannot be a true measure of soil -water value for all clay contents at any one station, but is merely a station's climatic mean. In terms of the theory set out in this paper it has an absolute value for one soil and for one soil only at that site, and that soil must be the soil of climatic 
climax clay content for the climate in question. 
In dry tropical conditions at least, the station value 
of the precipitation- evaporation ratio is a function ef.the 
soil of the site and the ratio is not a factor equi- iríkident 
on varying soils. 
In the dry tropics the precipitation -evaporation ratio 
is of the most limited value save where considered in terms of 
the soil surface receiving the precipitation and yielding it 
to evaporation. 
Not only the conditions under which soil water is removed 
from the soil through plants living on it must be considered 
but also the condit ions under which the evaporating power of the 
station removes, at soil -air surfaces, a proportion of the 
precipitation rec a pt wh c h a.s hus never after available t o 
the plant population, even if it originally existed in the 
soil as chresard and not as echard. 
This is a most important loss in the cracking tropical 
clays, and falls to be added to their high echard, if indeed 
it does not include part of t he ec hard. It is a loss at 
the expense firstly and mainly of the chresard. The holard 
has a falling value throughout the dry season until the soil 
yields no more wat er to evaporat ion. This occurs when the 
echard, which began as the soil moisture held by the clay 
n. against the pla t rooThas been reduceUo the soir moisture 
held a ;ai nst _2lant root and against loss by evaporation at 
S o 1-air surfaces. 
A similar criticism must be levelled at Meyer's "N.S. 
quotient ", the precipitation- saturation deficit of a ir 
(5 p. 143). Nhile of some use as an expression of factor 
change over widely scattered stations, it takes no account 
of varying soil surface response to evaporative power. 
/Furt her, 
Furt her, neit her Meyer nor Transeau in t heir ratios 
appear to take account of the inefficiency of that part of precipitated water lost as gravitational water whether by surface flow or vertically. If in the ratios of Transeau 
and of Meyer, for total evaporation measured in the air t here were substituted total soil water lost by evaporation 
at the soil surface of the datum soil a truer expression 
would be achieved of the habitat value of evaporative power 
expressed as a mean for t hat s t at ion. 
If the soil is not a datum soil further allowance for gravitational loss or receipt is necessary before the ratio 
can be used as an index. 
Save for datum soils, either ratio can only be a station mean and within even the most limited station zone 
there will be represented pre -datum., and post -datum soils on 
which the evaporative power will produce such a diversity of 
resporde, measured as soil water lost to the plant population, 
that the ratio representing the mean will serve, on these 
soils, as no more than a base line for the measurement of 
local divergence. 
In summary, in dry tropical conditions at least, and 
recalling the loss of 34.2 tons of water per acre in 24 hours 
from a 50/ clay, it is not the evaporative power of t air 
acting on the perennial plant which is the important factor 
in the soil -water relation, but the response of the soil direct, 
through the soil -air surfaces, to the evaporative power of the 
air. This response of the soil varies with its clay content 
more than with any other property. The clays dry out, the sands 
remain moist at 22" after the fierce heat of a Sudan summer. 
It is not improbable that black cotton soils, by reason of 
their colour, reach higher temperatures than lighter coloured 
sands, to the further detriment of the water supply in these 
tropical clay soils. (5 p. 219). 
Clements conceives of normal succession as leading 
from a hydrophyt lc or xerophyt is extreme t owards a mes op hyt io 
climax. The protection of clay surfaces by vegetation or 
by sand init iat es the first stages in t hat direct ion on clays. 
In Sudan conditions, the blanket ing (by vegetation) 
of a clay soil which, bare, loses moisture rapidly at it s 
soil -air surfaces, makes progressively more of the holard into 
available chresard by reducing or delaying soil surface loss. 
From practical experience it appears in field conditions 
in the dry tropics that the essential first step towards 
reesophyt ism is surface protection to reduce surface evaporation. 
Blanketing of a heavy clay by drift sand produces the most 
remarkable increases in growth rates. Examples of this are 
to be seen in the Acacia arabica plantat ions at Gebel Bouser 
and Gamueia. In t hé orrier, surface drift sand carried on 
the south wind and trapped by the sout hern fringe of the 
/plant at ion has 
plantation has doubled the growth rate of the trees whose 
cracking clay soil was thereby mulched by sand. At Gaaueia, 
sand was driven in loads to the clay lands to make a germination 
bed in each seed hole dug in this raw cracking clay. The 
sites of sand dumps have produced, in 4" - 6" of remaining sand 
lying over the clay, a doubling of the growth rate during the 
f irst two years. 
PART III - C HAPT ER III THE CLAY ;1 AT ER LINE OF A SPECIES, 
WITH EXAMPLES FOR TYPE SPECIES. 
Thus far an attempt has been made to show : - 
(1) That the clay content of soils bears a close relation- ship to their siirc a wa er receipt. As soils approach the e and ition of the mature cliay pTin t his relat ions hip becomes a relationship with the rainfall, the clay content becoming more closely dependent on the precipitation receipt, arï establishing the balanced soil condition which lam has been called the datum clay content or climatic normal clay content. Pre -datum soils are formed on areas absorbing and holding less than their precipitation receipt, and post -datum soils result from conditions in which the total receipt exceeds the prec ip it at ion receipt. 
( ii) That t he d istribut ion of spec les cannot be int erpret ed in terms of surface weer receipt alone, fliat hie ìndiviual- 
sp ec ies is v ers at i1 in respect to surface wat er receipt. 
(By surface water receipt is meant the total water received 
by the soil surface). 
( iii) That the individual species is versatile also in terms 
of the cTäy content of the grows on. facts 
turned investigations along two fines, first to a search for the moisture optima of given species, the discovery of their 
moisture sequence, and to the study of the mechanical 
attributes of their soils; and secondly, and temporarily, 
back into the clutches of Schimper and his theory of physiolo- 
gical drought. It has to be assumed that differeráe species 
have different moisture requirements. The facts t hat clay 
soils in 500 rams. of rainfall in the east carry species which 
need only °`i tt he sandy west, and that 500 mass. of rainfall in 
the east supports completely different associations to those 
found on that same isohyet in the west, ha.d to be explained. 
Fortunately, perhaps, the soil differences were so outstanding 
as to point the way. In the west are red sands of very low 
clay content, 5l to 207obeing a common range; in the east 
dark cracking "cotton" soils of 50% clay and. over. 
On which of these soils is to be decided the rainfall 
optimum for a given species, and how are comparisons made of 
the moisture demand of one species studied, on clays with that 
of a second studied on sands? Obviously a clay content datum 
line is necessary if the moisture requirements of spec ies are 
to be compared. The next difficulty is this that clay 
contents increase with rainfall, and that on any one clay 
content not more than one or two of the type species are to 
be found at any given rainfall. It is necessary for t he 
determination of the rainfall requirement of a species to 
find the centre of its belt occurence, and to determine also 
/t he clay 
the clay content of the typical datum soil of its rainfall belt occurence. On t his datum other soils and their rainfalls can be evaluated as sites for that species. 
As already referred to in the eastern Sudan, from the latitude of Aroma near Kassala sout hwards to Ros eires there is a line approximately 300 miles long running from the 300 millimetre isohyet to the 800 millimetre isohyet. Along this line no marked variation in type of soil occurs such as the sand invasion which has broken up the soil distribution of Kordofan. The distribution of the rainfall belts of species 
along this eastern Sudan line has been adopted as indicating their relative moisture requirements. These belts are on 
a continental scales Increasing clay c ont ent accompanies increasing rainfall, but not at such a rate as to produce 
uniform conditions of available water throughout. 
The sequence of the Acacias on this line has been 
given in Part II Chapter II A. 
Having accepted this moisture sequence and noted the 
apparent anomalies, an explanation had to be sought for the 
distribution of drought resisters in apparently well- watered 
sites and of rnesophytic types on bare dry-looking hillsides, 
ev idence for and against Schimper's d ist inct ion between 
physical physiological drought was sought. After. 
most consideration of local distribution in the light 
of Sc pimp er's theory the writer has had to abandon it as being 
incapable of explaining the Sudan facts. It may not be out 
of place to record the conclusions formed during the attempt to apply the theory to the Sudan facts. 
Schimper's classification of drought as physical or 
physiological is reducible into a distinction between drought 
in the soil and drought in the plant. 
In the moisture economy of dry tropical plants there 
can be no drought which is not physiological and there can be 
no drought in the soil which is not physical. A soil 
apparently abounding in moisture may yet be physically dry 
in the sense that much of its moisture is "held" as by clays, 
against root suction; or it may be physically dry for vital 
periods although excessively wet at others. IYlany soils, also, 
from superficial examination are assumed by some observers to 
be dry sites, which, in fact, offer favourable moisture 
conditions to plants, e.g. sand -dines which the Sudan 
experiments with Prosopi$ juliflora and sakellerides cotton 
have shown to be the moistest sites in the contour transect. 
A plant may be suffering from drought in a truly wet 
soil. when this is so, the lack in the plant is a physiologi- 
cal lack as are all droughts in the plants, but the soil is 
seasonally physically wet and only physiologically dry at 
certain seasons. 
/In short, 
In short, Sc himper's Classification and a cross -borrowing of, the terms descript which pertain to the soil, and the processes the plant. The wettest clay at one season physically and physiologically one of the dr in the dry tropics. 
The surface their soil drought. 
heaviest clays. T little index of the 
receipt has a growt 
though at a very sl 
is a confusion in, 
ive of the proc es ses 
which pertain to 
is, at anot her, 
lest soils occurring 
losses of clays, by evaporation, produce 
This condition is most extreme in the 
he amount of precipitations on t hem is it eventual chresard, and the precipitation 
h value which falls as clay increases, ightly less rapid rate. 
In pursuit of the main enquiry, several series of soil samples were taken on typical datum sites of several type species under widely differing conditions of rainfall. 
Surface inundation is a factor not so far measurable, 
and neit her inundated nor rum -off sites have zed been us ed as, stations in the determination of clay -water lines. The interest ing task of deducing the growth value of inundation 
water by comparison of inundated sit es of known receipt wit h rain areas carrying the same species is dealt with in Part III - 
Chapter 
In the selection of sites to determine a clay -water line or rainfall soil- texture rate, they must, until inundation, 
can accurately be assessed, be sites in receipt of rainfall 
only, and sites not subject to gravitation loss. The site 
which receives more, or retains less, than its precipitation 
receipt is of r educed value as a species stat ion unless t here 
is a means of measuring the surplus or deficit, and of 
evaluat ing t he c lay formation eff ect of t he excess or d ef is it. 
From the clay contents of these sampled sites and from 
the rainfall values for the areas sampled diagrams have been 
prepared which show the nature of the relationship. It is 
obvious that the lines given in the diagrams are not final 
determinations s for the species concerned. As more material 
becomes available for the Anglo- Egyptian Sudan a closer 
approach to final accuracy in the det erminat ion of the clay- 
water lines of species will be possible. 
It is already patent that the clay -water relation will 
be represented by a ribbon or band (see Plate XXII for A. suai) 
and not by any narrower line. The width of t firs- band gIèn 
proper assessment of sites, will be the true measure of versatility of species in terms of the dual factor. 
From the four species diagram Plate XXIII the clay -water 
lines appear to form a uniform pattern so far as natural sites 
are concerned. The line for Khaya senegalensis in the same 
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diagram illustrates the great increase in range which artificial regeneration makes possible for this species, in comparison 
with the natural zones of the others shown. 
A further problem for Study is that of the clay -water line for one and the same species in different climates. 
Judged on species, very similar conditions to those of parts 
of the Sudan appear to exist in South Karamoja, Uganda. (25). 
The Sudan shares Cat ris dec idua with many countries. How far its clay -water line de ermineRi for the Punjaub plains will 
agree with its Sudan line is a matter for study on a yuiter scale 
than is open t o the wr it er. 
The difference between the precipitation -clay ratio in 
the Punjaub and in t he Sudan Gezira has been referred to above. 
Whether the clay -water lines of particular species growing in 
both areas coincide, cannot, as has been said, be determined 
by the writer, It is suggested that if they do not, the 
reason for the difference is to be sought in adaptation and 
in the developement of territorial sub -types of the species. 
In some cases equivalent but different genera and 
species will be found. The South American equivalent of the 
Acacia mellifera appears to be the Proso_pis juliflora, possibly 
with even smiler moisture demand. 
PART III - CHAPTER Iv. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE T RANS EJT S 
AND CLAY -WATER OR RA IÌ&ALL_SOIL TEXTURE THEORY. 
A. The choice of a site for its soil textureL knowing the rainfali7 and the evalua is in firms of available rówt h water, of the various site types in a particular rainfá 11 
(i) Uses of the Transects. 
Then, from analysis of t he records made of natural occurences of all the various species dealt with, the fact 
emerged that they share a site transect of a common form in their distribution across Thé sohyet, a startling revaluation of sites in terms of available growth water in them became necessary and possible. In brief, whereas previously the low - lying hollows in which water accumulates had been regarded as sites likely to be favourable for moisture, it has now been 
shown that high -lying sands and grits, and even rough-surfaced hill -sides, though they may ,lose part of their precipitation receipt by run -off, nevertheless constitute the moisture -optimum sites for perennial plants in the Sudan tropics. 
The subsequent preparation of the belt transect, the .transect which is simr?y the list of the type tree species in the order of their moisture demand, and which was compiled also from the records of distribution on comparable sites, 
provided a simple key to growth moisture evaluation, in the 
quant it ive term, of the various sites in each rainfall which 
st ill carry natural tree vegetat ion. Where suc h vegetat ion 
is absent, the terrain can still be evaluated, though less 
precisely, by use of the site transect, and, in the case of 
sit es approaching datum sit es, with great precision by 
determination of the clay-content. 
T he practical applicat ion of these methods to the 
reaff orest at ion of sit es in penult imate desert has produced 
results in rainfalls previously considered hopelessly low for 
tree growt h. 
Before the advance of populations it is the most valuable 
species which first disappear. Where, as in the Sudan, the 
increase of population has struck at natural vegetation from 
the dry end, man shares the blame with such changes of climate 
as may themselves be producing retreat. However, since t his 
discovery of the relative value of sites showing the high water 
availability of sands and grits and hill sides, it has been 
made obvious that, while man has removed completely many of the 
most valuable species from whole belts of latitude in north 
Africa, yet since the species have their termini now on site 
types far from the true terminus of the site transect which all 
species share, they can, therefore, be restored northwards again. 
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There is at least no climatic obstacle to their restoration. The central latitudes of the Sudan are, in fact, seen to be reservoirs of species which still exist there on medial sites in the site transect, although cut out by man on their dry terminal sites further north. That these dry t erm final s it es have suffered by denudation is not to be doubt ed, but seldom has their clay-water relation been radically changed for the worse. where it has changed it has been shown that only the crudest methods, as for instance sand -trapping on their surface, are necessary to ensure the growth of species long since lost from these areas. In fact, although the rainfall cannot be controlled, in many wind eroding areas surface texture can be controlled to increasethe water available.. The species are now known which may be taken from this reservoir of species persisting on t heir medi/éal sit es, for t ranslat ion nort hwards and rest orat ion to their terminal sit es, and, what is st ill more vital, the sites in the north on whic h they can be re- established are at once known when the clay water line, or even only the heavy rainfall vector of that line has been determined for the species, mowing the heavy rainfall vector of the species, the missing dry end can be interposed from a knowledge of the clay wat er lines of the species itself if its line is knowp, or from the clay water lines of known species adjacent to it in the Belt Transect,. 
(ii) Treatment of Desert, 
The following paragraphs define the stage which has been reached (in June 1939), in the afforestation of 
penultimate desert in the 150 mms. isohyet by the application 
of the clay -wat er theory. 
T he objective is t he afforestat ion, on an economic 
basis and under rainfall only, of non -riverain land in t he /e-? 3Q-Z) 
kF=Plot is o hyet s of t he c ounrtt y. 
The work is primarily of interest to those living 
under t he lowest rainfalls in Afric a, but it cannot be wit hout 
significance elsewhere, and the fact that it is being carried 
out in country which carries Capparis decidua, Salvadora persica 
and Calotro is rocera as three oof3ts commones 5ush or scrub 
species ma ek s i poss ble that it will also have a limited . 
interest in Indian sem1- desert conditions., 
So far as the Sudan is concerned, the results described 
here are the only suggestion which it has so far been possible 
to offer with any confidence towards the problem of erosion ix 
those areas of the country which are so drety as to be incapable 
even of growing enough grass to give themselves a fire problem. 
The sovereign, and, as yet unattainable, first remedy 
for erosion in the 250 mins to 1500 mms rainfalls is fire 
protection.. It may be that a solution is found for semi-desert 
conditions long before a solution has been found for the wetter 
areas which support inflammable grasses 
/In t hese 
In these Sudan latitudes of low and capricious rainfalls, it had long been count ed natural, especially aft er some init ial success with Acacia erabica, to concentrate plantation trials on lards which received water from river floods, or at least from that unabsorbed rain which came to them as run -off from neighbouring soils. That is to say, of f orstt had been concentrated on soils whose surfaces received more moisture than was attributable to the rains falling directly on their 
own surfaces. 
The extremely slow growth rates of indigenous Acacias (tortilis, raddlena, flava and orfot a) on the sites to whii these spcies häd tTn been reducer, pointed to the reafforestation of rainland in t his latitude and rainfall . 
as being aik,uneconomic and hence an impossible task. But further riverain land near the towns was not available for 2larther plantations of the flood demanding Acacia arabica. At this stage, extremely sandy soils such as ig. ridges were, by tradition, dry sites, and it must be confessed 
t hey were accepted as suc h.. The tradition was not entirely an 
imported one, but it was not realized t hat local c ult ivat ors 
could find, at one season, maximum moisture conditions on the 
same soils which, at other seasons, were sites of minimum 
available moisture. The difference, that is to say, between 
t site conditions to t he neeOds of millet 
and those demanded by a 365 -day tree had not been appreciated, 
So also, species occurring on the soils wrongly regarded as dry soils were equally inaccurately evaluated interms of relative 
moisture demand. 
As the work, described in t his paper, on the distri- 
but ion of tree species throughout the whole Sudan progressed, 
it became apparent that indigenous Sudan tree species have their 
most northern natural occurrences, (their occur7ences in lightest 
rainfall) on sandy or rocky soils and never, by any chance of 
nature, on the heavier clays, 
Plant thirst in perennial plants is particularly 
noticeable on clays liable to, and probably owing their existence 
to, repeated seasonal inundation by standing water. But it is 
by not means confined to inundated clays, being noticeable on all 
clays 
These simple facts, of which it is suggested the 
ultimate significance may be far -reaching in several climates, 
enabled a corrective review to be made of all the experimental 
afforestat ion previously attempted here under rainfall. 
Among other results, a series of unsuccessful attempts 
to afforest sites in wet - looking clay-desert country receiving 
from run -off, the physical equivalent to many inches of rainfall, 
was abandoned. Resort was made instead to sandy ridges, even 
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to those whose slope and surface skin encouraged run -off and thus cheated the under layers of part of the ever -meagre rainfall which falls on them in t his latitude. 
In the attack on the sands the most valuable assets have proved to be ; 
(a) A species introduced by R. B. Massey, formerly Government Botanist here,. This is the mesquite of South America, Prosopis juliflora. 
(b) A well -proven technique in the use of pot -raised seedlings as transplants. 
The mesquite (Prosopis juliflora) gives promise of solving t problem of forestat io i ht soils in rainfall as low as 100 mms. certainly. There are gooUreasons for the belief that its establishment will also be possible in rainfalls as low as 75 mms. provided that, if precipitations are restricted to this total, they are so distributed as to penetrate light sands to a depth of at least 750 mms. At that depth they are likely to effect a junction with the moisture remaining from preceding seasons. 
Such soils, it has been established, are sufficiently retentive of their rainfall receipt to remain moist to .t he point of cohesion (when hand- pressed) at a depth of 400 mms- 
600 mrns. at the end of the extreme drought season which culminates in late May or the early days of June. Above this depth they are dry by then. Below it they are still moist. 
A further vital value of this species lies in the fact that its foliage, in all but the earliest stages is'Fgoad= proof. 
The beans of the tree have a very high fodder value (they are relished by horses, plough bulls, milk cows and goats), but 
the purely vegetative parts are apparently devoid of attraction 
even to the local goat, which prefers the rags and paper of 
the refuse hill to mesquite foliage. 
( iii) Surface Improvement. 
No terracing, e ont our ridging, or of her art if is ial 
water conservation measures have yet been resorted to in 
plantation work on the sands save experimentally. Up to date 
they have not been necessary. They may yet prove necessary on 
small but etubbon failure patches where the rains have not 
percolated, probably because of already existing 'skin'. Such 
skin' forms even on sand ridges, at a rapidly cumulative rate 
wherever water stands on, or moves over, the sandy surface. 
'skin' is the most important adverse factor, since it not only 
prevents percolation, by facilitating nm -off, but appears also to increase soil -moisture loss by evaporation, at the soil 
surface, of water raised from the lower layers. This water 
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does not rise to a surface of loose sand, to the same extent. 
The invariable occurence of drought conditions where a clay layer overlies sand, conditions not existing on the same sands where they have no clay covering, forces the conclusion that a clay layer can dry out sands lying below it. 
In semi- desert conditions it is becoming increasingly clear that the surface improvement and protection provided by the first established vegetat ion rap idly render such areas of skin surface absorptive by the simple process of covering t hem 
. with a trapped layer of absorpiftve wind -delivered sand. 
At the moment, the greatest influence for good which 
t he inc reasing vegetative c aver is exerting on the experimental 
areas where it can still be controlled is this accumulation 
of wind -rolled sand. This sand is rolled into the fenced 
areas, and while, in the earliest stages of these areas, 
strong winds are still able to roll much of this sand right 
through an eight acre plot and out at the other side, yet an 
increasing amount of the rolled sand is being trapped by the 
growing young trees and by the Panicum tursidum grass. With 
closure to grazing this grass develops, in six months, into a 
factor of still more vital importanteas a sand traps. Incoming 
sand, if it can be trapped is the best remedy for skin', and 
so far from being a threat to the plantation, it is a-condition 
greatly to be desired in areas under proper management. 
only ßn those cases where seedling pot transplants are 
used at too young or too delicate a stage, when their bark is 
not yet tought enough to withstand the attrition by the low - 
moving sand, is it doing damage in controlled areas. 
Even with small seedling transplants a stage of 
resistance is normally reached within two months after trans- 
planting, that is to say before the season of severe drought 
and drift has set in. 
Complete Immunity to losses by attrition demands the 
use of pre - hardened transplants which are produced by adding 
t he met hods of t he school to t hose of t nursery. T he use 
of pot transplants enables areas to be planted which could 
never, because of sand attrit ion of cotyledons, be established 
with direct sown seed. 
(iv) Condition and Treatment of Clay Desert. 
The methods so far described have been successful on 
sands whose surfaces are receptive of rainfall, and which are 
retentive of that which percolates into them. In the Northern 
Sudan, heavy and naked clays can neither admit much water nor retain what they get against the losses due to evaporation at 
soil a.ir surfaces in the climate of extreme dry tropical conditions. 
/In t he 
In the Sudan the worst desert is clay desert. Pot transplants have failed year after year in so- called wet -clay sites. From such desert surfaces clay particles are seasonally (April -July) removed in 'haboobs' which are dust storms of the dust -bowl type. Ninds during the season of high temperatures (108° -117° F. shade) lift and remove this dust but leave the sand and grit particles in an unbound state ready to be rolled by the h.j:g next high wind. 
These sandst grits are the raw material essential in desert condit ions here to any reconstruct ion of soil or re- establishment of soil cover, and /if these areas are to be reclot hed sand and grit must be available in ac cumulat ions far exceeding in depth the thin layers in which they are left on the surface when the dust is blown out from them. 
This rolled sand and grit- material, wherever it is trapped by the walls and houses at a village, by bushy-based tree such as Zizphus spinachristi, Salvadora persica, or 
C app ar is decidua, or by sucker thickets ofc ac is aIb ida is by them accumuTted into mounds overlying the cry flaEl. 
The 'stalk-bark' of the Sudan, A. orf of a is slower growing 
and coppice -form in growth and i- l ess successful as a nd trap, but both this species and Panicum tuidum grass are often stages on the way t o a sand á er whose -depth ov er- lying the clay is great enough for t he growt h of more significant spec less, 
Near towns and villages where all other species have 
been grazed out of existence, Calotropiss rocera often constitutes the sole hope of sand accumulation. 
The mounds large or small, which all these species 
tend to form out of rolling sand, at best only dot the surface like widely separated islands in a very empty sea of barren 
c lay. 
It has been shown that mesquite can be established 
on these scattered islands provided they are high enough, 
and reference is made below to the question of the necessary 
depth of sand. 3o far, no tree species of any value is 
available which could grow in 1 00 mms. of rain on t he clay 
surfaces of the gaps between these island mounds. The clays 
must first be covered over with a good blanket of sand. In 
the current season, mesquite is being introduced, one or more 
on each island, in an experimental area chosen for its existing 
island mounds. The lower branches or outer stems of this 
species tend from their earliest years to sink to the ground 
under the weight of their own exuberant growth, and hence 
tend to increase horizontally their sand fixing radius. The 
outer branches of the 1938 crop are already buried in trapped 
sand. It will be some years before it can be determined 
whether mesquite by itself is capable of forming sand 'continents' 
/out of 
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out of these mound ' arc hip elagoes , or whet her the ass ist anc e of artificial sand traps is indispensable to ensure that the clay 'seas' between the mound 'islands' are covered by sand to a plantable depth. Where mounds are close together mesquite, on available evidence, is likely to succeed in doing so, but while its sand -trapping effect is yet to be demonstrated, its ability to grow on trapped sand in these low rainfalls is already demonstrated. 
(v) The depth of sand required over clays. 
In the selection of sites, there is this problem of deciding how deep a layer of sand is needed on the clay to support tree growth in this rainfall. This appears to depend on whether the condition of the clay is such that water, and eventually tree roots, can cross the junction of sand and clay and can penetrate the clay, iJhere this can happen a thinner sand layer will suffice. 
Part of the 1938 work was on a natural sand ridge held by Panicum turgidum which has a depth of 8 -10 feet of sand on ifs mea i äl axis, the depth tapering outwards to zero 
on the fringes of the ridge where the raw clay is exposed by 
wind and by run -off from the ridge itself. From observation 
of the mesquite planted on this ridge, which averages seven feet in height growth in ten months, and in places exceeds ten feet, the fringing areas where the sand is but two feet 
t hick are carrying mesquite which is no poorer than that 
growing on the axis of the ridge with its 10-12 feet of sand. 
The shallow fringes appear to benefit from a lateral 
percolation of some of the moisture which falls on the higher 
parts of the ridge and is absorbed t here, On high ridges, 
particularly where these are of coarse or very recent unfixed 
sand, water has been shown to spread outwards and downwards 
through the ridge to the fringes. (The crests of very new 
live dunes drain too rapidly). Thus it cannot yet be assumed 
that two feet of sand above clay is an adequate depth in t he 
absence of higher lying reservoirs of porous sands. 
In all these sit es, the impermeability of the under- 
lying clays contributes to the retention of water in the sandy 
mounds and ridges which overly them. 
(vi) Art if is ial met hods of t rápp ing sand. 
Concurrently with the experiments for the planting of 
naturally formed mounds and ridges of trapped sand, experiments 
have been in progress for two years to devise the cheapest 
effective means of inducing sand deposit to form on unpla.ntable 
clays, and so to render these areas plantable. These 
art if is ial met hods are not sought merely as means in t hem - 
selves, but as means which may hasten the determination of 
certain vital data on which to found the subsequent use of less 
art if is ial met hods. 
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It is necessary, for instance, to know what planting direction, with regard to the prevailing winds at the season of greatest sand movement, is the direction most likely to permit of using one year's planting as the obstruction which will accumulate that minimum depth of sand on which the following year's plant at ion may successfully be establish ed. 
In these artificial experiments we have so far relied on close -woven fencing of split bamboo made on a "Thrift" f enc ing machine. 
This fencing can be carried in rolls and is supported adequately by five foot posts three to four metres apart. Separate support wires are unnecessary. 
In June 1938 a fence of this type was erected on a bare clay plain near Khartoum on an east -west line. In that same month, during a very heavy night of wind, 24." of sand and grit was trapped by the fence. The depth of the trapped sand decreased with distance from the base of the fence, but was roughly equal both north and south of it. At a distance of five feet or thereabouts from the base of the fence no sand had been trapped and the clay was exposed as it was over the whole area before the work started. No sand at all was trapped, that is to say, much further from the base of the fence than the height of the fence. 
A second fence has then erected ten feet south of the first, the sand and grit at that season having come from the 
south. The new fence gathered 8" in three weeks when the rains fell and no further measurable change was noted until 
May 1939. By that date the area between the two fences 
was c overed t o an av erage dep th of 20 ". At no t ime d id t he 
second fence collect such a depth of sand as was laid down in one June night in 1938 on the first fence. 
In the rains of 1938 (July -October) the sand ridge 
then formed carried a good crop of annual grasses, the 
surrounding clays being grassless. It also grew Cassia 
acutifolia, Cassia obovata, and a single plant of CaTtrópis 
proeera, all spontaneous appearances. The grasses, äIl 
annuals, of course died out in November, but the Cassiaspp. 
and the Calotroappis are alive and growing well at 24/7/39, 
having survived-the worst of the dry season. 
A serious mistake was made in omitting to surround 
this experiment, which was laid down on the open desert, with 
a goat -proof fence. However, the mistake has brought out 
some interesting facts. 
The narrow strip of grass -covered sand was soon eaten 
bare by goats as the rains ended and the grasses died. Its 
surface was broken and loosened by tramping, but from this stage, owing to the shelter provided by the fence, wind did 
/not remove 
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not remove more sand than it brought, and the contour of the ridge is well preserved to date in the form and dimensions already described. 
The grazing trouble did not end when the crop of grass had been eaten completely off the ridge. Throughout the whole of the dry windy season of 1938 -1939 the fence has continued to be a collecting for dry fragments of desert grasses, all of them apparently grasses on which goats feed. They are trapped against the fence which is continuously patrolled by one of t he town herds of goats. T hey come t here eac h morning and eat all that the wind has been good enough to bring and the fence to hold overnight. The grasses appear to be carried from all the area within this segment of the goat grazing perimeter of the town which may be said to have a 7 -1 0 miles radius. 
what little grass from this source is not eaten at the fence is trampled to a fine chaff and mixed with the sand of the artificial ridge and is not all blown away. The ground 
of the ridges o heavily dunged by the goats and #3r in a very promising condition to grow the Prosais juli &ra planted on it in the 1939 rains. 
There is no doubt that the continual goat traffic 
has been a major factor in preventing greater increase of sand 
and grit deposit during the dry season. Further, the blown 
grasses, which would greatly have improved the fence as an 
obstacle, were, as has been noted, otherwise disposes of. 
On the other hand, the dung and chaff have had some fixation 
value. 
The mistake of leaving the experiment unenclosed has 
shown that twenty yards of trap fence per goat, across the wind, 
will create a highly -favoured grazing ground week after week 
so long as there are grasses blowing from the deserts around. 
It is doubtful whether any clearer picture could be 
found to show the desperate surface conditions which have 
developed round certain dry tropical towns, including Khartoum. 
Many directional adjustments, it will be seen, have still to be made before met these methods can be applied to all 
the types of site capable of reafforestat ion by them. 
It is now considered as proved that mesquite grows 
rapidly enough to make it an economic 4uel crop for the larger 
centres if grown on a rotation of between 8 and 16 years under 
six inches of average rain on light soils. That is to say 
coupes of mesquite will sell for more than it costs to grow 
t hem. 
/It is 
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ill further it is proved that several spec ies are growing on, of improving, and of' extending those sandy soil in penult imate desert, which t hough a result of primary or subsequent erosion, are the not yet c omp lat ely beyond rest orat ion since t hey retain even the lightest of rains. 
In some sites the species (Pr os op is j l if l or a) has been escaping during the past fifteen years, that is where it has reached the fruiting stage and been unfenced. It has travelled at least two miles from its original introduction site at Shambat in 150 mms, average rainfall. 
These results have been achieved by abandoning the 
' wet' clays, and by resort to the sands hitherto called dry. 
B. Choice o_f_species to beplanted knowing the soil teree ñÍ rainf I, 
Reference to the diagrams showing the clay water lines for the species illustrated, shows that after making every reasonable allowance for possible occurrences not represented there is for each species a very wide texture - rainfall field 
from which it is apparently entirely absent, and a very much 
narrower texture -rainfall field which is its field of' occurrence: its vector. Failure evidence, in artificial afforestat ion confirms the restricted texture-rainfall field open to a 
given species. The differences in clay content between 
success sites and failure sites were often so narrow as to 
appear insignificant. Fifteen years of trial and error at 
Tewfikia and Zarzour reserves, to which reference has been 
made and at other sites, revealed that the higher the clay 
content (and often the inundation) the lower down the scale of 
species in the order of their moisture demand was it necessary 
t o come to find a spec ies which could sury iv t here. Today 
the c hdic a of spec ies whose clay -water line is known, is 
d et erm fined almost aut omet is ally on t he bas is of t he t exture 
of the surf ace soil at the site; and knowledge of the c lay - 
w at er lines of the of her most s ignif is ant spec ies is 
continuously being accumulated from success and failure 
plantation sites as well as from samples taken in a tural 
occurence sit es across the isohyets. The combine species 
diagram (Plate XX) contains spec ies having their belt 
centres in the A-cacia- Short- Grass -Country in the Acacia -Tall 
Grass Country and Trine Mixed Deciduous Forest. Reference 
to the position of one of these species in the belt transect 
s how s the spec ies most closely associated with it as regards 
/clay -water 
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clay -water requirements. There is great overlapping ̂ share so comparatively narrow a rainfall span. 
All species share parts of their range with others, their near neighbours on the scale of moisture demand, i.e. on the belt transect, but no instance has been found of species whose dry and wet termini, i.e. whose ranges, coincide, physically or geographically. Such facts make it dangerous to deduce from the existence of one species at a given site that another known to be an associate at another point in their respective ranges will prove a successful associate at t his s it e als o. dit heut a knowledge of the natural occurrence clay -water line, the extension of range which can be brought about by art if is ial renegerat ion met hods, met hods whic h convert the limited natural reproduction range into the wider existence range, often masks for a time the fact that a mistaken choice of species has been made. 
Rae species has its two versatilities, its two spans; t hat wit hin whie h it reproduces itself and t hat wit hin which it can grow it assist ed art if is ially through initial difficulties. The first lies within, and is a part of, the 
second. Failures wit hin the wider span are failures of seas on, 
or of technique, and can be overcome. The wider field of real error and of wasted effort is that which lies outside 
the second span, which lies in fact in the texture -rainfall 
vector from which the species is excluded by the extent of its moisture demand. Knowledge of the texture -rainfall 
range of the species concerned at once enables this, the 
widest, field of error to be avoided. 
C. Estimation of rainfall from natural occurrences the b fixture or s or-ITT-site and the species range 3s *Täy- water`ITne) bein kñown. 
The sequence of the site types on which a species exists 
from its wet terminus to its dry terminus has been given in 
Part II Chapter III. (See plate XIII showing site transect). 
The esT imat ion or-rainfall, from natural occurrences, is of 
much less practical value than the estimation of the growth 
moisture of a site in a known rainfall. At the same time, 
the African rainfall is not yet known in such detail or with 
such accuracy that the use of tree indicators for its 
evaluation need be despised. Further, particularly in the 
vicinity of the higher hills, local pockets of higher or 
lower precipitation occur. More mesophytle types are 
commonly found, for instance, on the N. and No V. slopes of 
the few important massifs. 
Rainfall estimation is possible with most accuracy by 
sampling datum soils carrying species whose clay-water line is 
already known. V`1hen no datum soils are available, as in many 
broken hill areas, it is necessary to rely on the rainfall 
/transect and 
transect and the site transect, and, under these corJ.itions, for rainfall estimation, a good 'bracket' must be found. That is to say, while the hill slopes themselves offer a comparison with other hill sites of known rainfall, these are pre -datum sites only, and post -datum sites must be sought for confirmatory evidence of the amount of the rainfall. 
D, Estimation of the rainfall -equivalent of surface water receipt or ofloss by run -off or evaporation. 
By definition, in all except datum sites, the water value of the site, as represented, for instance, by the vegetation of the site, fails to indicate the rainfall, since such non -datum sites receive and hold either more or less than their own rainfall receipt, 4here the rainfall and the clay content of 
a particular non-datum site are known, and where there occurs 
on it a species whose clay -water line has been determined, the 
water gain or loss of the site in quest ion can be evaluated, 
using this clay-water line. It is only necessary to ascertain 
from the clay -water line, the rainfall which corresponds on 
datum soils, to the clay content of the non -datum site in 
question, to note the difference between this rainfall and the rainfall of the non- datum site. 
on sites losing water by run -off the rainfall at the 
non -datum occurrence of the species exceeds the rainfall at 
the datum occurrences of t hat same c lay content , On sit es 
receiving water by on -flow in addition to their rainfall receipt, 
the rainfall of the occurrence site is less than the rainfall 
at the datum occurrences having that same clay content. As 
an example, were Acacia seyal (Plate XXII) to be found on a 
30 clay on the 300 mms, isohyet it wó 3 it would be an 
occurrence only capable of explanation by an on -flow receipt 
of water, having a rainfall equivalent of approximately 200 rms. 
of rainfall. Or again, if the same species were to be recorded 
on so light a soil as a 2% clay in a rainfall so heavy as 
600 mms, only a loss by run -off equivalent approximately to 
160 corns, of its total rainfall receipt could explain this 
record. 
This fourth application of the theory has s ignif icant 
uses in irrigation practice. By it can be measured the extent 
of the large 'unused' fract ion of applied irrigation water of 
which an example has been given for sakellarides cotton in 
Part III Chapter I. 
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DIAGRAM OF AN INSELBERG IN A COTTON SOIL PLAIN. 
C. P. FA- 
A. fistula 
3' 
Broad- leaved deciduous Species 
A. fist -ula-- .... -...q. 
I. = Inselberg, or isolated hill in a -)lat plain. 
Plinth = Halo of detritus surrounding the base 
of an inselberg like a collar. 
F.A. = Flooded area of "co.tton "soil plain; flooded 
seasonally by run -off from the plinth. 
Col). = Clay plain typical of the surrounding 
country for miles. 
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DIAGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE VERSATILITY 
OF ACACIA ARABICA (WILLD) 
in berms of clay content only, water supply not determinable 
owing to dual conditions of rainfall and inundation. .>= H 
Good Growth Poor Growth 
9 N. Latitude. 
s Ip °N. Latitude. 
(Ás a factor increases in intensity 
its relative effect on the organism 
decreases.' 
L undeyardh. 
16' N. Latitude. 
NOTE. 
Sites within Natural Range in Blue. 
Sites of artificial establishment outwith Natural Range in Red. 
Averages of Natural & Artificial Sites good growth R poor _growth joined by coloured lines. 










MILLIMETRES OF WATER 
a <f 
z 
Diagram showing the known clay water re /ation for Jakel Cotton n 
the Sudan Gezira and the known water requirement of cotton 
in Egypt (Dudgeon, Molesworth and Yenidunia) andin the Punjaub 
(byilsdon) from Greene. 
Point O is known. Points O are intersections suggested as probable 
clay contents of the Punjaub & Egyptian Joi/s which have water 
requirements of 600 m /m. and /000 m /m. respectively. 
f<v Survey Dept .,Kharco ton msrch /938.0NipsN°199). 
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INDEX OF SPECIES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER. 
Abrus precatorius Linn. 
Acacia abyssinica Hochst. 
Acacia albida Del. 
Acacia arabica Willd. 
Acacia cau_pyiacantha Hochst. ex A. Rich. 
Acacia urepanolobium Harms. 
Acacia fistula Schwfth. 
Acacia flava (Forsk.) Schwfth. 
Acacia hebecladoides Harms. 
Acacia laeta. R. Br. 
Acacia mellifera Benth. 
Acacia mollissima (introduced). 
Acacia orfota (Forsk.) Schwfth. 
Acacia raddiana Savi. Arabic 'sayal'. 
Acacia senegal Willa. 
Acacia Seyal Del. 
Acacia Sieberiana D.C. 
Acacia stenocarna Del. var multi fuga Schwfth. 
Acacia tortilis(Forsk) Christensen. 
Adansonia digitata Linn. 
Adenium Hongkel A.DC. 
Afzel.ia africana Smith. 
Albizzia anthelmintica A.Brogn. 
Albizzia Aylmeri Hutch. 
Albizzia. sericocephala Benth. 
Albizzia maranguensis Taub. forma. 
Albizzia zygia C. J. F.Macbr. 
Alstonia congensis Engl. 
Amblygonocarpus obtusangulus . (Nelw. ex Oliv. )Harms. 
Annona chrysophylla Bo j. 
Arundinaria alpina K.Schum. 
Anogeissus schimperi Rochst. 
Antiaris toxicaria (Rumph.ex Pers)Leseh. 
Avicennia marina Stapf. 
Bauhinia reticulata DC. 
Borassus aethiopium Mart. 
Boscia senegalensis (pers. )Lam. ex Poir. 
Boswellia papyrifera A. Rich. 
Bridelia micrantha Baill. 
Burkea africana Hook. 
Butyrospermurn niloticum Kotschy. 
Capparis decidua Pax. 
Cadaba rotundifolia Forsk. 
Cal.otrQ? í1.ÿi rnncra {,;+ 
Calotropis procera Ait. 
Canari.um Schweinfurthii Engl. 
Capparis decidua Pax. 
Carissa edulis Vahl. 
Ceiba pentandra Gaertn. 
Celtis integrifolia Lam. 
Chlorophora excelsa Benth.& Hook. 
CI.rysophyllum albid.um G.Don. 
Cola cordifolia R. Br. 
Combretum aculeatum Vent. 
Combretum Hartmannianu-a Hochst. 
Combretum ghasalense Engl.& Biels. 
Coruia. gharaf Ehren. ex Aechers. 
Cordyla africana Lour. 
Crossopteryx febrifuga Afz. ex G.Don. 
Cussonia arborea Hochst. ex A. Rich. 
Ualbergia melanoxylon Guill.& Perr. 
.)aniellia oliveri (Rolfe) Hutch. & Daly. 
Detarium senegalensis Gmelin. 
Dichrostachvs glomerata .:utch. & J.M. Ja.lz. 
Diospyros mespiliformis Tïochst. 
_üomgeya mucale Sprague. 
Ekebergia senegalensis A. Juss. 
Entanrophra.gma sp. 
ErZrthrophlaeum guineense Don. 
I±Intaca.ú suaanice. SCHvuftn. 
Ervthrina ab«s.;inicÜ Lazn. 
Ts gara an. ol nsit Mg l. 
i:'auree;. seciosa NF'lw. 
h'untuïaia elastics (Preuss. ) Sta.>>>f. 
Ga.rc_enia lutes .! res en. 
Gar ,_ ; ia. lutes Presen. 
Grewia tenax (rorsk. ) Fiori. 
Grewia mollis Juss. 
Gossypium anomalurn 
Gossy?;ium soinalense 
Gymnosporia senegalensis Lam. 
Hagenia anthelmintica J. F. Gruel. 
Herminiera elaphroxylon Guill. & Perr. 
Hymenocardia acida Tul. 
Hyphaene thebaica Wart. 
Juniperus procera Hochet. ex A. Rich. 
Irvingia Smithii Hook.f. 
Imperata cylindrica Beauv. var Koenigii. 
Ìsoberlin.ia angolensis Welw. 
Isoberlinia (Traib and Stapf. forma. iNa 
Isoberlinia cioka Craib ana Stapf. 
Khaya grs.ndifoliola C. DC. 
:Maya. se nega.lensis (Des V.) .Tuss. 
L:igelia aethionica Decne. 
Landol,hia florida Benth. 
Lannea fruticosa Hochst. 
Lunnea hucnilis Oliv. 
Lannea velutina A. Rich. 
Leptadenia. Spartium Wight. 
Lonchocarpus laxiflorus Perr. 
Lophira alata Banks ex Jaertn. 
Maba ::b,,çsinica .Iiern. 
i-Zaerua ango lens i s DC. 
I-,I«erua exiassifolia Forsk. 
Maesopsis eminii. 
Mi ldbraediodendron excelsum Harms. 
1-:Iimusops Kummel Ilochst. ex A. DC. 
Mitragvne inermis ('"li_l_l_cz. ) U.Huntze. 
iaitratr; rn.e stipulosa G.I'untze 
Monotes Kerstingii Gilg. 
UxsTtc.na:nthera ab:;Tssinica. (A.Rich. ) Munro. 
Glea Hochstetteri Baker. 
lea. wclwitschii (Knobl. ) Gi1g. ,rc Schellenb. 
Parinari curatellifolia Planch. ex enth. 
Parl ia filicoidea Welw. ex Oliv. 
ParkiG oliveri 
Pouocarpus gracilior '-ilger. 
Poc'oca-rpus milanjianus tzendle. 
Panicum repens Linn. 
Panicum turKidum Forsk. 
Pa.spali czi.um g eininatum Forsk. 
Phragmites mauritiünus 
Folyscias ferruginea (Hiern) Harms. 
Prosopis africana(G..... F) Taub. 
Tro4-,o,is juliflora. (introduced). 
Prates abTrssinica_ 
Protes _iensì liv. 
Pseuàocearela Kotschyii Harms. 
T'teroca} ,a_s lucens Guill. i Perr. Y 
Pygeum africanum Hook. f. 
Rhizophora sp. 
Rubu; sn. 
aacc na:rum biflorum. 
Salvadora persica Linn. 
Sarcoceohalus escu,.entus Afzel. 
Schrebra macrantha Gilg. Schellenb. 
Sc ' eroca.rya Birrea T7ochst. 
Steanotaenia aralacea Izochst. 
Sterculia set i:;era 
Stereospermum lLunthia.num Cham. 
Strychnos spinosa Lam. 
Su seda Ilonoicr;. Iors k. 
Tr in us indica Linn. 
Terrninalia Lrownei Fresen. 
Tetrai.)l ure tetraptura Taub. 
Ual,uca, sansibarica Pax. 
Vitex. cunea.ta. Scl-i»r1. (Qc Mon. syn. V. cie rowsl_i i, Kotsch:l Per r. 
?igy;)hus Smina-Christi Lam. 
ilote :Three grasses are named in the text by their Arab 
names. 
The r_ errera nrobably a.re : 
A:_._dar Sorr hum so. 
Annis Sorg_:urn so. 
Angora Hrparrhenia sn. 
No conclusive deter.iin< tion rias yet been reached for t[LCSC. 
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